BigSur’s Ivestment Committee 2015 Outlook

The Thinking Man’s
Approach

As we launch into the New Year and have some data from the month of January,
our BigSur Investment Committee has put together our outlook for 2015 and our
broad recommendations for positioning our clients’ portfolios in this market
environment. Our views since the “2014 October flash crash” (expressed in the
last few Thinking Man publications) remain intact and can be synthesized in five
key points:


Keep a healthy allocation to cash due to the increasing volatility across
markets and our prediction that 2015 will see several “credit events” (pockets
of pain but not conditions for a widespread contagion that creates a global
crisis or a global recession)



Cautious stance on government fixed income markets from developed
countries (where over one third of the market has 10 year nominal yields of
less than 0.5%; and 5 year nominal rates in Germany and Japan are negative!)



Equities should outperform fixed income in 2015, though the return of a
traditional balanced portfolio is estimated to be meek 4-5%



We maintain our investment thesis held for over 5 years that the US is the
“best neighborhood to be in” and offers better risk-adjusted returns than
Japan and Europe (both of which are marred in deflation) as well as Emerging
Markets



We continue to believe our clients should hold more non-traditional asset
classes where the illiquidity premium more than compensates for the extra
risk

Key Point #1: 2015 will not see a major global crisis but there will be pockets of
pain and volatility spikes
In 2015 we do not see conditions for a global financial crisis or a global recession.
This is considering that:




While we embark in a post-Quantitative Easing (QE) world for the Fed, global
monetary policies will continue to be accommodative (in Europe, Japan and
China)
Banks’ balance sheets have strengthened (especially in the US) or are being
stress-tested (in Europe), creating stronger buffers in the global financial
system
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The “Risk-on/ Risk-Off” market dynamic is here to
stay, but with expected increasing frequency of
spikes in volatility for 2015. But, why?

Given the lack of clarity around the first Fed rate
hike in USA and divergent monetary policies
and economic forecasts;

Due to lower bond inventory at market-makers,
it now takes seven times as long to liquidate a
bond portfolio as in 2008. Thus, the exits for
trades are crowded. If investors suddenly sell
“en masse”, prices could gap down.
Based on our recent meetings in New York with top
managers, our research sources and our own analysis
of market behavior, we determine 5 Key Investment
Implications in today’s world.
For more on how we are positioning our
portfolios, please contact your investment
advisor or email:
ideas@bigsurpartners.com









The oil “crisis” we are currently experiencing will ultimately show a net positive impact on the
global economy. While the 55% correction in oil prices was abrupt (signaling not only excess
supply but weakening global demand), the overall effect will be positive, in particular for the US
consumer (who saves on average $10 per week). The short term negative effect in employment
and financial conditions will prove to be sector specific and will longer term help the rest of the
economy. This is good news for countries that are high consumers and importers of oil, like
India
Historically, equity bull markets peak towards the end (not the beginning) of a rate hike
o Latest inflation data shows the Fed will probably delay the 1st rate hike;
o Fed will most probably be very gradual and timid in the size of the rate hikes, such the
peak in rates might be lower and the duration longer than in previous cycles
However, we see 2015 a year of specific credit events in certain pockets – such as in high yield
oil and energy issuers, some oil producing countries (like Russia or Venezuela) or some particular
issuers. Credit research is key in this environment.
Cash is “king”
o As we said in our Thinking Man #23 and #24, we expect the low levels of volatility of
these recent years to be a thing of the past. We have already seen two great signals:
the 2014 October crash and the Swiss National Bank surprising removal of the Euro/
Franc cap. We see volatility picking up across all asset classes and as such, think there
will be opportunities for tactical trades. An example is doing “BUY-WRITE” strategies
to generate income (with stock indices, ETFs, individual names or currencies).

Key Point #2: Cautious stance on the largest sector of the fixed income universe: government bonds
from developed countries


Clients may arguably view cash having an “opportunity cost.” In our view, the other “low risk”
asset- investment grade fixed incomeoffers limited value.
10 year Chart 1: Expectations of Negative Treasury Returns
government yields in developed
countries at these low levels have a
potential for negative returns for 2015.
As value investors, rather than invest a
large allocation to investment grade
fixed income, we prefer cash to have
the portfolio flexibility to take
advantage of the opportunities as they
present themselves (especially to buy
high quality assets at a good entry
point for the long-term).



We put high grade investment bonds
at an underweight as 10 year yields in
developed countries are extremely
low: US at 1.8%, UK at 1.5%, Germany
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at 0.4% and Japan at 0.2%. Over 1/3 a of the government bond markets have 10 year nominal
yields of less 0.5% while 5 year nominal rates in Germany and Japan are negative!


Chart 1 on the previous page demonstrates these views by the Goldman Sach’s Investment
Strategy Group’s projections for return across Treasury maturities in 2015 and 2016 vs. cash

Key Point #3: Equities should outperform fixed income in 2015, even though the performance of a
traditional balanced portfolio will be modest, around 4-5%.
 While we expect the equity markets to have a lower returns for 2015 than average returns since
2009 (which have been around 20% annually), we still see stocks as attractive relative to bonds.
 Dividend yields remain high relative to
Chart 2: Dividend Yields of Stocks Higher Than Real Bond Yields
bond yields, as demonstrated by Chart 2.
The black arrows represent the current
premium dividend yields offer to real
government bond yields, ranging from 24%. In all cases, this premium is at the
high end of the range and above the
averages of the last few years.
 Dividend pay-outs and share repurchase
programs have increased steadily in the
last 5 years and will continue to do so in
2015.
 While popular measures of stock-market
valuations like the P/E ratios or the
cyclically adjusted P/E ratios are above
the historical average, they are far below
the all-time peaks; but relative valuations
when we compare them with bond yields
are still attractive
 The technical factors of investor and
regulator complacency are not present –
the market still continues to climb a “wall of worry”
 The last 6 times the S&P500 produced negative annual returns (including dividends) the US
economy was in or near recession. Low gasoline prices, strong auto sales and potential for more
housing construction should keep the US economy afloat.
Key Point #4: We maintain our investment thesis held for over 5 years that the US is the best
neighborhood and offers better risk-adjusted returns than Japan and Europe (both of which are
marred in deflation) as well as Emerging Markets.
Within our equity allocation, we continue our long standing position of a US overweight, as the US
boasts a stronger economy, better profit outlook, less fiscal drag and falling bond yields.
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An accelerating US economy is a notable exception in a world where growth is expected to
be below the long term trend for most countries: many analysts predict the US to be a leader
in GDP growth in 2015 with expectations between 2-3% growth.



The health of US economy is stronger: the
federal budget deficit which plagued the
economic a couple years ago have been
meaningfully reduced, and is now at the
average level since World War II (as
demonstrated by Chart 3). Leverage at
both the consumer and corporate level have
been sharply reduced in the US versus other
parts of the world.

Chart 3: US Federal Budget
Deficit



The US continues to show it is the winner in
the “brain game.” It remains the country
which is able to attract the top talent from
around the world. This is a key differentiator
for the US in a world which increasingly puts
values on human capital resources,
intellectual property and innovation and
puts less value on natural resources such as
commodities. Goldman Sachs used data
from the World Intellectual Property Organization to create an interesting chart showing the
flow of highly skilled “inventor’ immigration (Chart 4 below). The US was able to increase
the inflow of this key demographic by 51% in the period of 2006-2010 (from the period 20012005). This is a way that the US can continue to keep its edge.
Key Point #5: We continue to believe our clients should hold more non-traditional asset classes
where the illiquidity premium overly compensates for the extra risk.




As discussed in previous Thinking Man notes, we are focused on finding non-traditional revenue
producing assets that offer lower levels of liquidity and have an expected INTRINSIC return that
well compensates the risk. Given our cautious views on fixed income, and lowered expectations
of equity returns, we think investors must seriously consider allocating to non-traditional assets
to position their portfolios for multigenerational wealth.
We are looking for assets which offer intrinsic value with nominal returns of 8-11%. Some
examples include: revenue producing core commercial real estate; opportunistic hard money
lending (against high quality assets); private debt; infrastructure and other niche asset types. It
is important to distinguish that we are not simply talking about any “alternative” product which
is not an equity, bond or cash, (i.e. we are not looking to hold hedge funds which are liquid
positions into illiquid funds). For more details on the type of non-traditional assets we are
investing in, please see Thinking Man #22 published at the end of September.
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Chart 4: Migration Flow of Inventors to the US

Key Point #5: We continue to believe our clients should hold more non-traditional asset classes
where the illiquidity premium overly compensates for the extra risk.




As discussed in previous Thinking Man notes, we are focused on finding non-traditional revenue
producing assets that offer lower levels of liquidity and have an expected INTRINSIC return that
well compensates the risk. Given our cautious views on fixed income, and lowered expectations
of equity returns, we think investors must seriously consider allocating to non-traditional assets
to position their portfolios for multigenerational wealth.
We are looking for assets which offer intrinsic value with nominal returns of 8-11%. Some
examples include: revenue producing core commercial real estate; opportunistic hard money
lending (against high quality assets); private debt; infrastructure and other niche asset types. It
is important to distinguish that we are not simply talking about any “alternative” product which
is not an equity, bond or cash, (i.e. we are not looking to hold hedge funds which are liquid
positions into illiquid funds). For more details on the type of non-traditional assets we are
investing in, please see Thinking Man #22 published at the end of September.

Conclusions:


2015 will be the first post QE year and will see volatility across markets go back to more normal
levels from depressed levels. This spikes in volatility should be taken advantage of by our clients.
We continue to look closely monitor the markets for opportunities to deploy cash when there
are spikes in volatility and sudden market corrections. We believe some strategies like “covered
call writing” can be a defensive way to gain exposure to US equity markets.
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The goal is to strike a balance between growth and safety that allows our clients to “sleep well
at night” during a potentially tumultuous 2015 without being tempted to act impulsively, while
we aim to detect good entry points for long-term opportunities.



2015 will see a surge in “credit events”: Credits with low fundamentals are being punished by
the market. As one manager told us, the market may have “finally entered a phase of credit risk
differentiation.” The price breakdown in lower quality high yield signifies a shift in the fixed
income markets, and many managers believe that if there is another fall in fixed income markets,
these lower quality credits can continue to gap down.



One of our focuses this year continues to be finding top tier, high quality non-traditional
investments. We’re identifying attractive themes and looking for the most efficient and
appropriate vehicles to invest with. Some new ideas that we’ve been working on include
diversified real estate in the US and Europe for distressed and value added opportunities; private
companies in Asia; private and mezzanine debt in the US and Europe.
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Important Disclosures
This material is distributed for informational purposes only. The discussions and opinions in this article are for general information only, and are
not intended to provide investment advice. While taken from sources deemed to be accurate, BigSur Wealth Management, LLC (“BigSur” or the
“Adviser”) makes no representations about the accuracy of the information in the article or its appropriateness for any given situation. Certain
information included in this article was based on third-party sources and, although believed to be reliable, it has not been independently verified
and its accuracy or completeness cannot be guaranteed. Any statements regarding future events constitute only subjective views or beliefs, are
not guarantees or projections of performance, should not be relied on, are subject to change due to a variety of factors, including fluctuating
market conditions, and involve inherent risks and uncertainties, both general and specific, many of which cannot be predicted or quantified and
are beyond our control. Future results could differ materially and no assurance is given that these statements are now or will prove to be accurate
or complete in any way. This article may include forward-looking statements. All statements other than statements of historical fact are forwardlooking statements (including words such as “believe,” “estimate,” “anticipate,” “may,” “will,” “should,” and “expect”). Although we believe that
the expectations reflected in such forward-looking statements are reasonable, we can give no assurance that such expectations will prove to be
correct. Various factors could cause actual results or performance to differ materially from those discussed in such forward-looking statements.
BigSur shall not be responsible for the consequences of reliance upon any opinion or statements contained herein, and expressly disclaim any
liability, including incidental or consequential damages, arising from any errors or omissions.
The companies discussed herein, are for illustrative purposes only and do not represent past or current recommendations by BigSur. This article
is not intended to provide personal investment advice and it does not take into account the specific investment objectives, financial situation and
the particular needs of any specific investor. Views regarding the economy, securities markets or other specialized areas, like all predictors of
future events, cannot be guaranteed to be accurate and may result in economic loss to the investor. Any securities or products referenced BigSur
believes may present opportunities for appreciation over the subsequent time periods. BigSur closely monitors securities discussed and client
portfolios and may make changes when warranted as a result of evolving market conditions. There can be no assurance that the securities and
performance included or referenced in the article will remain the same and investment strategies, philosophies and allocation are subject to
change without prior notice. Specific securities or companies identified and described may or may not be held in portfolios managed by the
Adviser and do not represent all of the securities purchased, sold, or recommended for advisory clients. The reader should not assume that
investments in the securities identified and discussed were or will be profitable. BigSur may change its views on these securities at any time.
There is no guarantee that, should market conditions repeat, these securities will perform in the same way in the future. Any referenced securities
and their respective returns reflect the reinvestment of income and dividends, but do not take into account trading costs, management fees, and
any other applicable fees, expenses, and various factors including account restrictions, guidelines, the timing of investments, and cash flows that
may affect the investor’s actual return and performance. Please refer to Part 2A of BigSur’s Form ADV for a complete description of fees and
expenses. Hypothetical performance results may have inherent limitations.
The returns and references to the S&P 500 index are provided for informational purposes only. The S&P 500 Index is a market-capitalization
weighted index containing the 500 most widely held companies chosen with respect to market size, liquidity, and industry. The index is calculated
on a total return basis with dividends reinvested. In addition, the volatility and securities of the index may be materially different from an
investor’s. The S&P 500 Index was selected and is referenced to allow for comparison of the performance of any referenced securities or overall
market to that of a well-known and widely recognized index. Comparisons to indexes in this material have limitations because indexes have
volatility and other material characteristics that may differ from the referenced strategy or security. Therefore, actual performance may differ
substantially from the performance of any referenced index). Investors should be aware that the referenced benchmark funds may have a
different composition, volatility, risk, investment philosophy, holding times, and/or other investment-related factors that may affect the
benchmark funds’ ultimate performance results. Due to these differences, indexes should not be relied upon as an accurate measure of
comparison and are for informational purposes only. Unless noted otherwise, all index returns are denominated in U.S. dollars.
Target exposures included in this article may differ between clients based upon their investment objectives, financial situations and risk tolerances.
Investments in general involve numerous risks, including, among others, market risk, default risk and liquidity risk. No security or financial
instrument is suitable for all investors. Securities and other financial instruments discussed in this article, are not insured by the Federal Deposit
Insurance Corporation (“FDIC”). The income and market values of the securities stated on this article may fluctuate and, in some cases, investors
may lose their entire principal investment. Past performance is not indicative of future results.
This information is highly confidential and intended for review by the recipient only. The information should not be disseminated or be made
available for public use or to any other source without the express written authorization of BigSur. Such distribution is prohibited in any
jurisdiction dissemination may be unlawful. Please contact your investment adviser for advice appropriate to your specific situation.
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